BASI LFTL AU 21 UPDATE
We were really looking forward to hosting the first Australian BASI LFTL in person
in April 2021 but with the current global uncertainties around borders and travel,
BASI Pilates Australia is going to host the world’s first virtual BASI LFTL!
We’ve been working with Rael and have come up with a very exciting format for
this Australian BASI LFTL. In this new conference format, we are offering all

participants LIVE, VIRTUAL and ON DEMAND access to all workshops and mat
classes, offering exceptional value to our participants!

LIVE BASI LFTL VIRTUAL EVENT
We’ve reworked the live component of the conference to showcase our impressive
lineup of international presenters - Rael Isacowitz, Theo Botha and Meredith
Rogers will deliver their workshops live across the two days. Each day is
bookended with live mat classes for all to attend.
● 4 x live mat work classes
● 5 x live workshops
Across the live virtual weekend, workshops and workouts will be recorded for you
to view again!

EXCEPTIONAL VALUE - BASI LFTL CONTINUES BEYOND THE
WEEKEND!
No need to choose or miss out because you will have access to ALL the
workshops and workouts!
● 4 x pre-recorded workshops
● 4 x prerecorded mat work classes
AND we’ve now added the three Pre Conference workshops as a bonus
inclusion (valued at $395)

Connect & Attend from a Host studio
BASI Pilates is renowned for its sense of community connection and family. We are
working through ideas to be able to bring small groups together with LIVE meet up
locations across Australia. More details to come about potential options to attend the
conference from one of BASI Australia’s host studios.
This entire event has been reformatted to be able to be viewed from your home or
private studio. So regardless of how you attend, it’s going to be a great weekend!

What do you need to do?
The only thing you need to do is reorganise any flights and accommodation you may
have pre-booked.

And what are we going to do?
In the coming weeks, we’ll be finalising and announcing the live BASI LFTL AU
timetable and details for the weekend.
We are so honoured to host the first virtual BASI LFTL and also excited to be able to
offer you all the advanced education on offer for the weekend and beyond.
We can’t thank you enough for your continued support as we endeavour to bring you an
exciting and innovative BASI LFTL AU LIVE and can’t wait for our BASI Pilates
community to come together again in 2021.

